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Sorito Haiti (fir 
tight) startea 
the Ztoa Project 
to benefit guls 
affected by the 
21 year mil 
«f raging in 
Uganda 
Ugandan women share their 
stories in hopes of awareness 
IYUEMSHU 
seeteewnftr 
As three-month old sat on the table, 
supported by his mother's arms, he was 
unaware of her past or present lives. He didn't 
know that his mother, Grace Akallo, grew up 
in Uganda, was kidnapped at the age of 15, 
and forced to fight for Joseph Kenya Lord's 
Resistance Army. After seven months of this 
brutal life and after seeing deaths and hoping 
for her own death, she escaped. 
Now, Akallo wants to help children that 
are still struggling in the war-torn region of 
Northern Uganda, and has brought that hope 
toJMU. 
Akallo came with Sarita Hart/, a 2002 
graduate and director of Zkm Project, as part 
of University Program Board's Uganda Child 
Soldier Awareness Week. 
After traveling to Uganda in 2006, Hartz 
was shocked by what she saw. She founded Zion 
Project, a Christian nonprofit organization to 
help girls affected in Uganda. 
"I was shocked with how the rest of the 
world knew so little about these issues in 
Northern Uganda," Hartz said. 
With the I.RA, Kony has enlarged his army 
to fight against the government by abducting 
over 50,000 children during the 21-year civil 
war. 
"It's the fact thai children are involved 
that draws people to the issue," Akallo said. 
They're being taken away, and no one else is 
taking cart of them. The world doesn't listen 
to their cry, just the cries of grown-ups." 
Emma Smith, a member of the arts and 
entertainment committee of UPB, said she 
read about Hartz's organization online. 
"1 thought, this girl's really cool," Smith 
said. "She helped get everyone that e-mailed 
her from JMU connected together, and then 
we talked about Akallo coming, and thought 
it would be even better to have a week of 
events." 
The largest event was on Tuesday 




near college housing 
by EVUIDYSOH 
IY EVAN DYSON 
Harrisonburg police responded about 1:45 a.m. 
Sunday to reports of four to six gunshots in the area 
of Westport Village Apartments on Port Republic 
Road. According to Cpl. B. Alvis of the Harrisonburg 
Police Department, officers checked with Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital and Augusta Medical Center and it 
seems that no one was injured. Police believe through 
witness statements that a group of four to five black 
males were involved and they left the scene before 
officers arrived. Alvis added that shell casings were 
found in the area, but reports did not indicate how 
many. 
Anyone with information on this incident can call 
Crime Solvers at 574-5050 or the Harrisonburg Police 
Department at 434-443°- Reports can also be made in 
person at the Harrisonburg Public Safety Building or on 
the web though the HPD "Contact Us" page at http:// 
www.d.harrisonburg.va.us/index.php?id~299. 
MAKING BUBBLES 
Students give JMU a 'Taste of Africa7 
African Student Organization open eyes 
to cultures of students native to continent 
BY JACQUELINE OUATTMKCHI 
ctmrikninf miter 
At 8 p.m. Friday, the overhead lights in a packed Festival Ballroom 
were replaced by strobe and black lights. An intense rhythm Ivating 
from Congo drums, chants and screams filled the room. Silhouettes 
ofbodies danced on the runway with neon orange and green designs 
on their arms, and "Africa" echoed from the speakers. 
The African Student Organization put on the program Taste 
of Africa," designed to inform students about African life and help 
erase negative stereotypes. 
"We want to promote campus-wide knowledge of African life 
and clear up misconceptions, and show that there's another side 
to Africa besides genocide, hunger, death, child soldiers, AIDS and 
poverty," said senior Claudia O. Boateng. student adviser of ASO. 
Music was a prominent feature of the show The BUectk Dana 
Troupe performed, along with singers, a belly dancer and an 
Ethiopian Dance Group, which wowed the crowd with traditional 
dances such as the "Shoulder Dance." Music selections were drawn 
from many different parts of Africa to showcase cultural variety. 
"Africa is not just poverty and no food," said junior Sheila 
Ngongbo, ASO president. "Some parts of Africa are really rich; rich 
in culture, rich in food, rich in music and large parts of Africa are 
happy." 
Wardrobe trends and career fashions were also featured 
throughout the night. Models strutted and danced down the runway 
wearing everything from traditional dresses and shirts to modern 
business suits and heels. 
(JUlMIMDtfVAHpheteenpiw 
Performers in the African Student Organization culture show art out the 'Market Scene" 
"We want to show that Africa is westernized and to show that 
we have doctors and lawyers and things like that. MM junior Kojo 
Danquah-Duah, vice president of ASO and program coordinator for 
Taste ot Africa." Danquah-Duah, a native of Ghana, was one of the 
fashion models 
I.isie of Africa" also touched on the serious side ol Aftta 
inhuming the audience of different charities it could donate to 
such as Save Darfur and Bonks for Africa Four short poems about 
genocide were read. 
seeAftlCA.pttH 
JMU catches e-mail hoax Friday 
Kattry Otwey (center) instructs beginner 0W1 on bvdefy brifltkinf ft GeArin Hal SoturJiy 
JMU Information Technology sent out an e-mail 
alert on Friday regarding a message students, faculty 
and staff may have received. 
The message, which appears to IK* sent from 
hclpdesk@jmu.edu, asks recipients to respond to the 
e-mail immediately with their password to complete 
theirjinu.ex/uaccount. In a response 1' ni;iil to students. 
faculty and staff, Dale Hulvey, assistant vice president 
of IT, asked them not to reply to this e-mail, adding that 
JMU will never ask for a password through e-mail. 
"We expect that many students, faculty and staff 
here at JMU received the message," llulvey said in 
an e-mail interview. "The exact number is not known 
Similar messages are being seen at higher education 
institutions across the count n 
According to an article published Feb. 1 on 
Security Focus, coin nearly a dozen universities and 
colleges had been targed by mid January. The messages 
all appeared to conn* from the school's help desk ,uid 
asked for an ID and ]>assword confirmation. Some 
requested more personal information .such M Imthd.n 
or   country   of   origin.   Columbia   University.   Duke 
University, Princeton University Purdue I m\eisit\ 
and the Universit> of Notre Dame arc tmoog the 
st hi K)ls targeted, according to StCUlityFOCUSAOm, 
After a similai incident in late January IT put filters 
in place to detect il anyone replied to such .1 message 
IT did not detect any responses to tin- message. 
"We decided to send our message warning our 
community of this e-mail because we expect to see 
similar messages again in the future.   Iliilve) said 
According to Hulvey the "from" line on an e 111.nl 
can be easily changed. He said that viruses, spammers 
and criminals can change it just as easily as anyone 
else. 
Even though the address of a computer that * 1 ■ t 
.1 message is traceable, the physical location ol ili.it 
computer can be impossihle la fad making it very 
difficult to find an individual or group reqwtutbk tot 
the messages 
"Although all law enforcement IriMtOftl) ahead ol 
the problem, they can only investigate the most serious. 
see I MAR, pate 3 
mm*. 1 ■ ■ urct. 
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Do you love JMU? 
Want to go back to your high 
school and talk about JMU? 
MADISON 
why wait? 
Join Madison P.R.I.D.E.!! 
Training: 
Feb. 26th @ 8pm in Taylor 400 
I ;eb. 27th CPQ 8pm in Taylor 404 
Visit www.madison-pride.com 
TII. NELSOK 
INSTI II  IK 
This Wednesday, FEB. 27th 
The Guardian Ixcturv Strie* 
prrscntn 
Walter Rodgers 
Distinguished Scholar in Residence, The Nelson Institute 
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Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC6805 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807 
Phone: (540) 568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
u    .    ,        ,    .,-,. CLASSIFIEDS How to place a classified: 
- Go to uiuiui/fteoreezeorr; and dick on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m. 
. — Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 per 
column inch. 
- Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue. 
- Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ie Breeze office. 
Asthma Study 
Do you have Asthma? 
Volunteers (ages 18 in 40 years 
old are needed fora stud) about 
asthma and the common cold 
1 IK- goal is to improve asthma 
care You must have asthma and 
IKM smoke N reening will involve 
2 visits ($40 per \ isit). Based on 
suits those who qualify can 
enroll in a 7-week study with pay- 
mem up to $ I.' 50. A 4-d,i) sta) 
in a hotel is an important part ol 
[hisstud) All study-related test- 
edicationsand the hoi 
UNIVERSITY 
ASryiRGINIA 
■ ill Mni'v.sn.M 
with room services are provided ai 
no charge Screening will b. 
ing through February 
St reening near IMU. along with 
reimbursemem for travel a i 
will be available. 
For mart information and ques- 
tions, pleas* call or email. 






James Madison University's Campus Assault ResponsE presents: 
DEBRA PUGLISI SHARP 
After being kidnapped and sexually assaulted 
she found the courage and strength 
she needed to break free and return home 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 27 
FESTIVAL BALLROOM, JMU Campus 
Doors Open 7 PM, Program 7:30 
Questions? Please Contact Maria Gandolfo at 
gandolms@jmu.edu 
Editor: Ashley Hopkins 






BY KATIE THISOfLl 
wniw miter 
Living in a box and starving are 
not typical college experiences, but the 
Catholic Campus Ministry wants students 
to recognize these ami other social justice 
issues. 
Beginning March 10. CCM will sponsor 
four events, including Gov. Tim Kaine's 
speech on "Faith in Politics" on Monday 
and a hunger banquet and a Box-a-Thon 
focusing on hunger and home less n ess 
on Tuesday The activities will conclude 
with a refugee awareness evening on 
Wednesday. 
"We're focusing on social justice. 
said Megan Sorg, director and minister 
for CCM. "The Catholic Church teaches 
this idea, but a lot of people, whether 
Catholic or non-Catholic, have an interest 
in tinM issues.' 
Though the week coincides with JMU's 
Centennial Week. Sorg and the other 
coordinators are hoping for campus-wide 
Invohretnenl and interest 
Junior Jen Movie, assistant stu- 
dent campus minister, said that with 
the Catholic population on campus it is 
important to teach others about these 
issues 
"We're hoping with how hig Alternative 
Spring Break trips are. people will want 
to learn how to give back to their own 
community, and will return after Spring 
Break looking for another way to continue 
helping others." Hoyle said. She later 
added. 'With about 6,000 Catholics on 
Campos, it's really cool to step up and do 
something for JMU and Harrisonburg." 
Senior Andrew Waring, a student cam- 
pus minister, said that CCM's leadership 
council has been brainstorming ideas and 
planning since last year. By starting early. 
they were able to request Kaine's visit in 
October and base the remaining events 
around the date. 
"We wanted to gel a prominent figure 
to come speak, and we figured that he 
was one who had actual experience in 
social justice." Waring said. "He is plan- 
ning on speaking about faith in politics. 
He will touch a little on social justice and 
In-- Bxpsi i' nee in it, but a lot of it will be 
■DCM1 bow he is able tn livi>mit hi* faith BK 
1 political figure and the things that come 
with that." 
Hoyle said there are many issues in 
Harrisonburg that students are not aware 
of. She said that the city is classified as 
inner citv based on the number of sin- 
gle mothers, large families living below 
the poverty line and languages ipoktil In 
schools. 
"Not many students really know what's 
going on in our community," Hoyle said. 
V\t I.- in the JMU bubble. But there 
are tons of food pantries throughout 
Harrisonburg. For a community that's not 
really that big, everyday someone can go 
gel Itir food somewhere I know it's not 
like that where I'm from " 
Dnriflf the hunger banquet, students 
1.111 espSfienOB what people throughout the 
world eat each day. The group will use sta- 
tistics to determine the portions and types 
of food served. While maybe two people 
in a room of 100 would be served pizza, 
SO would have rice-based meals, she said. 
There will also be a guest speaker from 
Mercy House 
"At the hunger banquet, everyone 
recehtS different rations of food showing 
the proportions in the world." Hoyle said. 
"You can go in with someone, and leave 
feeling very different because you're nour- 
ished differently than anyone else with 
your amount of food." 
Following the banquet, the Box-a-Thon 
will he held in Godwin Hall. Fach partici- 
pant will receive a box, or a piece of a box, 
and will construct a shelter to "live" in 
Croups will perform short pieces related 
to the ISBQS of homelessness, and there 
will be other informative slidesbows. 
"If you're homeless, you're not going 
to find a perfect refrigerator box behind a 
building." Movie laid 
The final event is about refugees, 
including viewing a relevant documentary 
and I panel discussion. There will be three 
gliestl from the Refugee Resettlement 
Center. 
One s|»eaker is a refugee fmm Fastern 
Furope and the other two work with refugee 
t.imilies in Harrisonburg. 
White said. "There are a significant nuni- 
I-■!' it refugees here, from Fastern Furope, the 
Middle Fast, especially Kurds, and Africa." 
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» DOLLARS AND SENSE: PART III 
Money in the bank 
BY SEAN SANTIAGO 
HflHwTltW 
Hie thought of life after graduation la lhir.it- 
ening enough without the added hassls of cleaning 
up financial mistakes made throughout college 
Students should familiarize themselves will, dif- 
ferent investment options and IM- sure to get as 
much as possible out of employers, including 
insurance and a 40i(k) contribution match 
Retirement was one ot OUT mam focUSBS,' 
said sophomore Bonnie Weatherill I mean I in 
19, who cares about when I'm Ho? (But) if you 
start early you're golden." 
Since the future of Social Security is so unccf 
tain us in.'st for young employees to watch out for 
themselves. 
"People our age graduate and want to live just 
like their parents live BOW,1 senior .hum Kakei 
said. "What they don't realize is that it look their 
parents thirty years to get there 
Weatherill said that there's an emphasis on 
instant gratification in American culture and that 
there's been a social shift that says not being able 
to afford something is negative. 
Brad Barm-ti   lenioi associated director for 
the office ot tmanci.il aid and scholarships,   ilso 
commented on nones trends In current Mdety, 
"It's an, i want it and I want it DOM tenets 
tion." lit 
( die smart investment is an individual retire- 
ment SCCOUnt of which there are two types: tradi- 
tional and Roth People who earn under $100,000 
annually can contribute to a Roth IRA. and eon* 
sidering the job market it's fairly safe to say that 
new members of the workforce will fall into this [umna/m\towon 
*« MONEY, poje 4 
New publication to bring disciplines together 
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal to be published 2009 
BY ALEX SHARP VIII 
conlrifcutmi wote. 
UTCKSIWAPT phmsni 
Stniors loureoce lews (left) and Ccney BoutwJI (noht) . 
founded the James Modrson Undetgroduato Rneofrii Journal 
Seniors 1 ise\ Bout well and 
Laurence Lewis meet every Sunday 
night ova I plate of half-priced 
sppetiieii at Applebess to discuss 
st iategy. Their plan: tore.ulutinni/e 
JMU academics 
boutwell and Lewd are the 00- 
lounders   of   the   .lames   Madison 
Unoeipaduate Research Journal 
The first issue vv ill be published 
in the spring ot 2009. Student 
contributions, including research 
articles, research reports, ivum 
articles and feature articles will be 
accepted through fall 3008. 
Boutwell and Lewis, both p 
majore, initiated the program to 
bring together all disciplines of the 
-'Ml academic community, and 
1 sense of unity they said has 
been lacking in the past 
"When 1 came up with the idea. I 
just thought that JMU focuses mostly 
on undergraduates and research 
is hugely emphasized." Lewis said. 
"But the research community is so 
Augmented between dspaitinents. 
No one talk-- to each other. There are 
no s\iu|-isiums to exchange ideas." 
He came up with the idea for the 
journal last July while doing research 
at Northwestern University on dark 
mattei for his honors thesis. There 
he tpokl with the managing editor 
of the university research journal. 
"Laurence called me up over 
the suinmei and asked if 1 wanted 
to help him start an undergraduate 
research journal at JMU." Boutwell 
said. "I said yes, and we started 
breinstonning right away." 
I li< journal will givecontributors 
exposure to the peer review and 
publishing process, while promoting 
interdepartmental       collaboration 
and thedissemination of intellectual 
ideas. 
"(Contributors will) lie creating a 
published work. Lewfcl said Tins is 
work that goes out to the entire JMU 
communin and to anyone who's 
interested in it. This is dehnitch 
something lhe\ can Include iu their 
portfolio, which will add a lot of credit 
to their resume." 
I,ewis and Boutwell formed 
partnerships with the Honors 
Program. University Studies. 
Technical and Scientific 
Communication, and the Writing 
Center. 
"These guys basically appeared 
at my doorstep one day and said 
we have this idea and wed like to 
Invite you lo loin us and help out," 
said Kurt Schick. director of the 
Writing Center. "They had ahead) 
MtB&MO 
TOTAL ECLIPSE E-MAIL: Addresses 
difficult to trace 
t-tUIC horn ftanl 
wideepraad incidents." 
IliiKrv said. 
Hlllvey advised never 
trusting e -mail* Ili.it id 
for passwords, hanking 
information, social scciiiits 
Humbert or Other personal 
Information. 
"1 don't think that any 
legitimate     company     ot 
organization would ask 
anyone to respond to a 
message with this type 
of information." he said. 
"Always verify messages 
regarding such topics 
with the company or 
organization 
- from stall reports 
COTWW. pta* <um» 4 HO KICHHOt/ 
These photos were token ol Purtell Pork Wednesdoy evening between 9 ond 10 p m A lunar eclipse octun when 
Ike moon posset through some portion ol the Earth's shadow Ihe neil ellipse will onor Dei 21, 2010. 
For more information: 
jmusdu/aMitpuiinx \i'< wit) iiuta \himH\itini\ 
or 





Former CNN International 
correipondent to apeak 
WHEN Wednesday 7 pm 
WHERE ISAT/CS. Room 159 
WHAT Waller Dodgers, who worked 
as on embedded reporter in Iraq, 
will lecture on 'Whither Pakistan 
Creeping Tolihoniianon or Seculai 
Democracy?" 
Admission is free ond Ihe event 
is open to the public 
IBM Day offer* 
Information aaaalons 
WHEN Wednesday. 9 o.m   6pm 
WHERE: OUT 
WHAII8MwrllbehosHngasenesolin 
lormotion sessions on internships and 
jobs There wi be prim student torn 
pehtions and (toe pmo 
For mom information (ontod the 
Integrated Science ond lechnology De 
Clnemus© sells Chuck 
Norrls T-shirts 
WHEN: Feb 25 28 
WHERE: Feslivol 
Whol Onemuse Film Club, 
dedicated lo Ihe study ond 
education of the creative as 
peels ol film, will be selling 
Chuck Noms Double Punch 
es on Weekends T Shirts for 
SI 0 each 
University student 
charged with rape 
A femole student 
wos sexually assaulted 
while walking on Grody 
Avenue, occording lo 
Ihi (malm Drily. 
Christopher Allen Noakes, 
39 of Cborlottesnlle, wos 
thacged with attempted 
rape, robbery, forcible 
sodomy ond abduction 
Remembrance events 
planned for April 16 
Virginia lech will be hosting events 
in remembrance of the April 16 shoot 
ings on the one year anniversary of the 
shooting from 1030 am lo noon a 
university wide commemoration will be 
held on the Dnlifietd ond at sundown a 
candlelight vigil will be held at the same 
location Check out itmembiame 
tl NV for more information 
Professor honored by Gov. 
Tim Kalnc 
Gov Timothy Koine tecog 
niied anthropology piofessoi 
Cliff Boyd as one of twelve 2001 
Outstanding Faculty Awaid recipi- 
ents, loyd was honored for his 
excellence in leaching, research, 
knowledge integration and public 
service. The event wos held in 
Richmond lost Wednesday 
.-....; —•.•■» * *.*-*.»». \zzzz.* 
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UGANDA: It's humanity we're trying to save' 
ur.Aunr, *-- *   - t i • .   T» ..     .   . * ^^ UGANDA from front 
Poffmbener, ewcuthw Anotor of Ranlve Uganda, 
andBeth BiK<milH-..H-hk^|xvieTiii-g(iti.itoriiiUgaiHla. 
ihnnww 
"Hivfaaj ntanniba ban MM .I buiB daaV smith 
-.ii.l  Sbe'i in WrMueJa fcraytagool mdl* 
ll.nl/.stiniaicd that ovci H<>i>|Mipleattended 
Hi.-. • wt-n- IniKr-|».iWrs in terms ot tin  I.-I   .1 
tin-world,' I f.n 1. -ii.t 
I I.--IIIIIIIII media arts and design major Uum-llr 
K< »lil.T w,i   iK.. iiupn-sscd with tiu' speakers. 
When we witf listening to tinnv speak, it u.i- 
extrameh avidnl tli.n smin-.it tin- Una vn-n- hud 
l.-l li.-rtos.iv . mil lll.it -In- u.isnt.is, -.nut. irt.ibk' ill the 
spotlight .1- tin- others.- Koohl.-i s.ikl. "She held her 
h .1 \. rj low, with just tin' utaoM mcrdeaty, whn 
iheji MM introducing ha IftnobvioiM) not fa the 
t.mn- sin- no-ins  Huts not why she wrote the hook 
. it■ \vh> sin- gives speeches on the subject. She feck like 
riwbiBta' 
11M week of events began with the opening of 
Through !ni Kyis" at Prism Gallery on Saturday, an 
exhibit of photos taken by child soldiers with cameras 
-iu II In /inn Project. On Monday, there W-JS a showing 
..I tin- lilm "Uganda Rising" Akallo read an excerpt 
In>ni her book. "Girt Soldier." answered questions, and 
signed bonbon Wednesday. The week concluded with 
i Uin-lit concert on Saturdav featuring Fleet ric Pool 
Part] 
Ki x-hk-i said tliat I lartz's efforts, as well as those of 
the other speakers, are inspirational. 
It nude me realize that although we are all just 
M ami adults still figuring out what we want to make 
of our own lives, we can still radically take part in 
changing humanitarian issues such as what's going on 
in Uganda." she said. 
Hartzsa id that she has been active in various issues 
ever since becoming a student at JM U. Though she said 
theworkishardand sometimes she doubts herself, she 
knows Zkm Project is helping the children. 
Tm blessed" she said. The Ugandans have given 
me so much more. I've changed my perspective about 
what we can accomplish with the opportunities we're 
given. I'm no longer as materialistic. I don't live for 
those things anymore. You realize maybe your life can 
change someone else's for the better." 
AkaUo sakl that different people have different 
responses towaids such drastic issues depending on 
their understanding 
"Some hear, but don't care." she said "Some hear, 
and get overwhelmed and process it very slowly. Some 
hear, and move." 
Describing herself as an idealist. Hart* said that 
she is impressed by the campus' response to the events. 
She also is considering expanding the htndraising 
campaign by visiting other schools. 
"I wtuld hope for all 15.000 students to be at all 
the events, and I hope it doesn't stop with this week," 
sln-sikl. 
As her son fell asleep in someone else's arms, Akallo 
I ■ HI itnl exit the greater need for Zion Project's goals. 
"It's humanity we're trying to save," she said. 
"We need to look to the future and recognize that the 
probkin is for the bigger picture in the world We 
need to look at it and see this is not right for humanity, 
whether 1 "hn.sii.111 or not. We need to strengthen them 
spiritually. We're trying to love, and teach about that 
love. Zion Project is giving girls a future." 
ART IMITATING REALITY 
Junior oil mojor Anon Shilfletl uses 0 boom boi os inspiration lor 0 cardboard model project fw his 3D ttSHjn class 
Sunday oilemoon in the Studio (enter Shilflett hopes lo pursue graphic design 
RESEARCH: Journal founders search for 
determined and qualified student workers 
HHAKH fromptf.J 
done a lot of work on it. ITiey had the concept and 
an initial written proposal." 
ITie students' excitement and determination 
was contagious. Schick climbed on board 
immediately. 
This idea contributes to the civic mission that 
is at the heart of JMU, to create educated and 
enlightened citizens," Schick said. 
Bout well said involving Schick and the writing 
cent.T will ensure the journal's future. 
"We're designing the journal to be entirely 
student led," he said. "We noed continuity because 
we're graduating soon." 
Schick has already been approached by two 
publishers asking the three to co-author book 
chapters outlining their ideas so other universities 
can use them in the future. 
'The thing that's been terrific about watching 
this project unfold and watching them lead it is that 
these two guys are realty going to leave a lasting 
legacy here at James Madison," Schick said. 
The co-founders are currently searching for 
students to work on the journal. ITiey want to 
ensure the survival of the project by hiring quali- 
fied and determined undergraduates to take over 
when they graduate in the spring. 
"We're at such a critical stage right now," 
Boutwell said. "Laurence and I built the car. All we 
need is a driver." 
MONEY: 401 (k) may be good student investment 
AFRICA: Show features student performers from across the globe 
AFRICA, from front 
Allilleniv iiieiiiher.w.it.he.1.1 shun Ai—hep .mil 
l< .1111 <l .ifx.ut tlK'ini|KKl<>rAfrii-.i<iii tin- VMiiicIthronijili 
vportrl like- coffee and tea, instruments, icons 
.null Mil Mi u. in Victoria Secret models. 
like l>ani|iiah-I Utah, all members from ASO sverc 
bum, or have lived, in Africa. BoMng is also from 
Ghan i tod Xuongho came to the US. from Cameroon 
in Jury an u Members came from countries all across 
Rich is Zimbabwe. South Africa. Nigeria and 
BMoph. 
While List year's ASO members represented a total 
ofata - litlm-iit countries, this year there are 16. 
"We want the JMU campus to know that there are 
Africans on campus, and we an- pniud of culture and 
ourlielief." I >,IIK|II.III-1 i.uih said. 
Students, parents and faculty members from all 
1 lilfcrci it iKK'kgniunds attended the event, some coming 
to watch their friends and family perform and others 
fust Imping to scv a good show. 
Sophomore Marly Horn said, "I feel like we should 
take advantage of what JMU has to offer." 
MOIttYfromptg.3 
category. All earnings inducting interest are tax free 
in a Roth IRA once members reach retirement age. 
Roth IRAs also do not rwjiiire that users withdraw 
funds from the account, but traditional IRAs have 
mandatory withdrawal periods. The drawback with 
Roth IRAs is the nuxiiimm income limit, currently 
set at about $100,000 for singles and just over 
$150,000 for couples. 
If you use a traditional IRA. taxes are paid when 
members take money out of the account. For instance, 
if someone earns $;to,ooo first yearout of college and 
put $1,000 into a traditkmal IRA. the)- will only pav 
taxes on $29,000 of their income, but when they 
withdraw their investment 40 years from now it will 
be tax deductible. Also, new legislation mandates that 
in 2010 traditional IRA's will be eligible for conversion 
to Roth IRAs. 
Another common investment is a 401OO. These 
plans are offered to wage earners at any income level 
and employers often match contributed funds. Like a 
traditkinal IRA there is a mandatory withdrawal peri- 
od and penalties for taking money out too earfy or too 
late. Taxes are deducted from earnings on money in 
a 401OO. but, as with IRAs, there is a Roth option! for 
which interest earned on contributed funds is not tax 
deductible. As of 2007. both versions of the 401OO 
have a savings limit of $15500. 
Two cither types of employee investment plans 
are the 403(b). for school employees and nonprofit 
workers and the 457. for government employees and 
employees of nongovernment, tax exempt organiza- 
tions such as churches or hospitals All of these plans 
are very similar but have important differences. For 
more information on which plan will work best for 
\ 011. visit bankrate.com. 
"If you have a ton of money and you don't know 
where it's going, or if you have no money and you 
don't know where it's going, you're in the same boat," 
Baker said. 
For more informatioti on the dollars and sense 
course or further financial advice visit ymu.edu/ 
yinaid. 
This urncie is the third in a three-part series 
that closely examined money management took for 
students. 
Quality In Everything We Do 
Editor: Anno Young 
breezeopinion@gmail.com 
(540) 568 3846 
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Castro's exit gives Cubans reason to hope 
Communist leader's resignation is a gift for not only the country he ruled, but for the rest of the world 
Last Tuesday, the brutal reign of Fidel Castro came to an end 
and thousands of Cubans silently rejoiced at the possibility that 
they may one day be free. Although this is great news for the Cuban 
people, the fact that Castro has been able to dictate the terms by 
which he has left office is a disgrace to everything America stands 
for and it is a bloody stain on our moral record. While our na- 
tion has fought so valiantly for the freedom of people thousands 
of miles away, our government has largely ignored the suffering of 
oppressed people only 90 miles off the coast of Florida. 
Before Castro, Cuba was one of the freest and richest coun- 
tries in Latin America. Their health care system, infant mortality 
and literacy rates rivaled even some European countries. In 1940, 
they created a new constitution that protected individual rights, 
created a social security system and provided a system of equal 
pay for equal work. But after a coup by then President Fulgenico 
Batista, Castro's revolutionary movement took hold and he seized 
power. 
Instead of fulfilling his promise of a return to democracy, Cas- 
tro created a regime that has murdered thousands, suppressed 
civil liberties and made Cuba one of the poorest count 1 lea in the 
Western Hemisphere. 
In Castro's Cuba, logic is an enemy and truth is a menace, 
so ideological conformity is imposed through a system of gov- 
ernmental spies who suppress dissent — anyone in possession of 
"subversive" literature can be jailed for as long as 20 years. 
The average salary is equivalent to about S10 a month and, 
as a result, many are forced to steal from their jobs and tome 
even resort to prostitution just to make ends meet. Even the 
fortunate ones, with jobs in the tourist industry, are allowed to 
keep only five to ten percent of their earnings; the rest is given 
to the government. 
But while the Cuban people have suffered, Castro lives extrav- 
Gadflv  I WHITONMAHEMfff writer 
'Stalkerbook' is a social creeper 
Facebook presents an overlooked 
threat to network users 
I broke my phone last week and, loathe as I was to do it, created 
one of those nefarious "I need your number" groups. I had not even 
finished forming the group (I had only typed "broke my ph-' in the 
group title field) the all-knowing, all-powerful and ostensibly benevo- 
lent Facebook immediately informed me that I had 92 friends with 
their cell numbers listed on Facebook. Creepy, no? 
Thai's the kind of thing that should send a shiver down the collec- 
11\ e -.j line' >t Kicebook users everywhere. This generation, more than any 
other, uses different media to express and define ourselves, and although 
that's arguably a good thing, we should be concerned who's looking. 
When we update our status or post new pictures, we only think of the 
people who we intend to show, not others who might have access. 
One of my friends has fallen victim to the confluence of overly 
available information and seedy people. A year ago, she found that 
someone had taken her Facebook pictures and created a fake profile, 
posing as an attractive girl and having Internet relations with a col- 
lege-aged gentleman. This crisis was resolved a few weeks ago, and 
the identity of the imposter was actually deduced in an ironic turn of 
■vutli between her screen names and her e-mail, my friends were 
able to confirm her identity. It works both ways. 
Of course it's a bit alarmist to bring that up, but it remains a true 
worst-case scenario. Those of us who put ourselves out there 24/7 on our 
Facebook profiles, blogs or AIM profiles should take note of how easy it 
can be to misappropriate the information we feverishly put forth. 
F.'ieehook has already sold us down the river in a series of moves 
that l>egan with opening the site up to high school students, and then 
"regional" networks, which essentially means anyone with a Hotmail 
account can join in the fun. What once was a moderately safe forum 
for college students has become I free-for-all which demands our cau- 
tion and an amount of self-censorship. 
Some people have their address on their profile page. With the 
wrong privacy settings, anyone who is in their regional network can 
know where they sleep at night. There's a simple enough fix, of course, 
and Facebook would have been remiss not to provide the tools to give 
ourselves a modicum of protection. 
Facebook now has more than 64 million active users, and more 
than 14 million photos are uploaded daily. 
Those photos have led to people being cited for alcohol violations 
at several universities across the country, and there have also been 
reports of companies using Facebook to research potential employees 
- us, really, once we graduate. Moreover, there are at least a handful 
of JMU professors who are on Facebook. It's great that they want to 
connect with us, hut this adds another dimension to the information 
rationing we must engage in. 
MySpace has largely been relegated to the background of the Inter- 
net, becoming a playground for sexual predators and a marketing tool 
for independent bands. That being said, Facebook has a stranglehold 
on the legitimate social-networking scene; it's really a monopoly, and 
everyone knows how that goes. For a while now the trend has been the 
a  
...networking sites can be double-edged swords. 
99 
development of Facebook applications, which offer us even more ways 
to express ourselves. You can send your friends "drinks." turn them 
into a zombie-even see what they've bought at certain online outlets. 
The proliferation of these Facebook applications means that there 
are now more ways than ever to track, identify and define us on the 
Internet. While Facebook is mainl> using this to attract advertisi is 
and business deals, this abundant flow of information is a symptom 
of a rapidly spreading disease which leaves us all too eager to bare our 
souls for all to see. 
Don't delete your Facebook account just vet-it's become almost 
indispensable means of communication and procrastination-but do 
review your privacy settings and think twice about how much infor- 
mation you're throwing out there, and how long it nMj linger. 
Just know that the information highway is a two-way street and, as 
my friend learned, networking sites can be double-edged swords. 
Whitten Maher is a sophomore SMAD and political science major. 
Submit Darts & Pats online at thebreeze.org, 
or e-mail aubmiaajoru to liree/.edp« hotmail. 
com. Ikirts & Pats are submitted anonymously and 
are printed on a space-available basis Submissions 
are based upon one person s opinion of a given 
situation, person or event, and do not necessarily 
rejlect the truth. 
A "how-about-some-spirit-for-your-own-school?" dart to all 
the JMU students who sport their Virginia Tech apparel around 
r.tinpuv 
From a freshman who didn't come to JMU to see maroon 
and orange, and thinks you should remember where your 
tuition check goes. 
A"thanks-for-spreading-your-love-for-JMU-on-Interstate- 
Hi" pat to the four guys that held up an "if you love us, honk- 
sign and waved obnoxiously as they drove by our car. 
From tu«) blown-away JMU girls who couldn't resist honk- 
ing and thanks you for adding a special touch to their drive 
back to JMU. 
A"why-i8-a-cup-of-grapes-equal-to-a-punch?" dart to I ( si[\.i! 
for decreasing the amount of grapes in a container while still 
charging the same exorbitant fee. 
From a frequent customer of Festival who will think twice 
before purchasing her beloved grapes. 
A "thanks-for-saving-water" pat to the girls in D-Hall who lt« 
their lunch directly off the trays instead of using plate*, ill 1 ill I 
the strange looks from fellow students. 
From a Dining Services employee who knows the trays are 
just as clean as the plates and is thankful you care about the 
environment. 
A"where-are-the-crosswalk-signals?" dart to Harrisonburg 
City Public Works for currently doing const ruction on all four 
corners of the Mason Street and Cantrell Avenue intersection at 
once. 
From an annoyed Mason Street resident who has to dart 
across the road through traffic. 
A "way-to-have-an-amazing-taste-in-music" pat to the guy 
who played and sang Eric Clapton's "Wonderful Tonight" for his 
talent in the Mr. & Ms. Greek pageant. 
From a girl in the audience who thinks you're a winner for 
playing that song, even if you didn't win the pageant. 
A"thanks-for-the-maze.-now-how-about-a-'connect-the- 
dots?" pat to The Breeze's art director for making a maze in the 
Feb. 14 issue. 
From a senior mouse who is just looking for some tasty 
cheese. 
A "there-are-hungry-childrcn-in-town" dart to the SGA and 
Dining Services for sponsoring a grilled-eheese-eating OQQteM th.tt 
would supposedly benefit the JMU community. 
From a sick-UHheir-stomach student who can't understand 
why you call yourselves leaders, and hopes that you will all open 
your eyes to the real world someday. 
agantly. Two years ago, Forbes magazine estimated that Castro 
is worth about $900 million, based off his partial ownership of 
state-owned enterprises. While he denies possessing any per- 
sonal fortune, many Cuban refugees who worked in Castro's 
government say that Forbes was too conservative in making its 
estimation, arguing that he is worth much more. 
It's ironic that while Castro celebrated the ideals of com- 
munism, as ruler he lined his pockets with money made off the 
backs of impoverished workers who were supposed to benefit 
most from the system—so much for equality 
Now that Castro is gone, there is hope for the Cuban people. 
His brother, Raul Castro should take over and will likely in- 
stitute some much-needed reforms to the island. Rumors have 
begun to buzz about the possibility that Raul may institute 
economic reforms similar to Mikhail Gorbachev's perestroika, 
which freed up the eeonomy and allowed for private ownership 
in the former Soviet Union 20 years ago. 
While this ll I Step in the right direction, the island still 
has a long way to go. America should continue to pressure the 
Cuban government to give its citizens the rights they have been 
denied. I look forward to the day when Cubans, along with the 
millions of others who suffer under the great lie of commu- 
nism, no longer live in fear of their government but enjoy the 
liberty tliev are entitled to .1-. human beings. 
As for Castro, he has left a legacy of cruelty, fear and blood 
that will llwaya extol In the darkest corner of history. He repre- 
sents totalitii i.inisin .it its worst, when tyrants place their own 
self-gratification above the dignity and sanctity of human life. 
and his name "ill forever be linked with the evil monsters of 
the past: Hitler, 8Ulin, Mao and Saddam. 
Tony Spadoccia is a freshman political science and busi- 











May 12, 1987 
Education Info: 
James Madison University 
Finance 
Favorite Movie: 
Single White Female, Step 
Up, Bambi 
Favorite Music: 
Backstreet Boys, J0J0, 
Chris Brown 
Favorite Quotes: 
"You may kiss the first mate." 
Letter to the Editor 
JMU leaves great impression 
I wanted lo congratulate the university on the recent C'H( VICES 
Open Mouse tor early admission students. The entire day was well- 
plannnl. ran smoothlv anil on time, and the students we encoun- 
tered were helpful and happv m.im whovMN not wearing purple 
volunteer'I -shirts also went out ol their wa\ to answer questions or 
show us the proper huilding. One freshman student walked us to 
our building and told us about his major in biology and how much 
he liked it there. It put a nice spin on just how open some of the 
students are to assisting others and perhaps remembering their 
GoDcge selection days. 
My daughter went lo the Open House to have questions an- 
nvend Ud I'M JMU t.-cling good about the students and faculty 
we met. You can be proud of your school and how you present your- 
selves. We enjoyed sharing our day with you. 
Kathy Negrey 
Williamsburg, Va. 
I .tutorial Policies 
Responses to all opinions published in The Breeze are wel- 
comed and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 
250 words, must include a name, academic year, major 
and phone Dumber for verification and can be e-mailed to 
brttMopinfonfJ gmail.mm or mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze 
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length and 
grammatical style. 
I ilil.iri.il Hoard: 
Mary I r.uii.csOjrsI).i\titi»in chief 
I.van I)>son.managingcditiv 
Anna Viwng. opinion editor 
lhc t>t>inu»f in llu\ m nun ilnnul in- fvwiri/\ M'/i'i' ihi- qoMOH of the 
Mwspaper,thh neffa fanes Mbauovil mwro/i 
r*M 
>«*•*. 
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ins DIM 5 MMtas Iran cHuJD 
■ mil Automatic Credit Card BHHagi 
CUMATECONTROUED UNITS AVAILABLE 
> Conveniently lacated an Early Ad. HRt 
past lite Harrtsonfeurg Auto Auction 
< HH Uae ot PacMm) a Mavwi Tiawa—I 
Gate4 Access t Video Surveillance 
■ Paved Driveways Clean i WeN-Ut 
Madison 101 Is an orientation guide, featuring 
everything you need to know about JMU and the 
Harrisonburg area. 
Madison  IOI  Is published April   !5«h 
t-. tOO copin, distributed nil  over campui) 
Madison   IOI only iom« oul ONCB   \ MAR1 
Cmll for your space NOW! 
Pi ovidea All Tin ee I 
'?2**^ 
mtemm^at 
Peruvian   Restaurant 
Traditional  Peruvian Dishes 
Charcoal   Broiled   Rotisserie 
Chicken   served   with 
Authentic   Sides: 
sncri  f\ i '•   beans-yucca 
salad  rim  cen  fi led  < tiltas 
t .i w 
Daily   Specials! 
Open  10 9 Dail)     Delivery AvailabW 
20% Discount w/Student ID 
82 N'-'i A...     Suit*   w <     Hi 
540-432-13 I 3 
iMm SHUDQ 
SNORKELING EQUIPMENT FOR 
SPRING BREAK 
15% OFF aU equipment with JMU ID 
-Masks, fins, & snorkel package 
....        . „     .      -., ,n mesh bag for S89 
Weekend Scuba Class 
April 4   5   6 -Underwater cameras starting at S19.95 
-Snorkeling rental packages for S25 a week 
Call for Details 
540-433-3337 
Kathyi   KathysSciiba.com 
www.KathysScuba.coni 
.ii' i ti  i.. i i 
335 N. Malaa Si 
Harriooabearg. VA 22S02 
" 1 <130 - S.-OOpaa 
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fall Stt - $20 
fill ■ $13 
Mim'cire-510 
ttilatt $20 
Mini StPtii Combo • $2« 
Flit« Whitt Stt - $35 
Gel Fill Stl liquid ■ $45 
Qtl Liquid fill ■ 525 
Gtl fill Stl rowdtt  $35 
Gel Fill Powder - 520 
Dtlut Ptdicure - $35 
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of your career 
as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army 
BECOME AN ARMY oftiTER 3H 
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CAREER' BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER. 
Contact kiphnle@|mu.edu for information on scholarships & summer leadership opportunities. 
www.jmu.edu/rotc 
Masters Degrees 
PlexMc full tune m pan UIM evsninj nhcdulo 
Real Estate 
Sp<>rt> Industry Management 
journalism 
Public Relations/c lorporace (k>mmunkations 
■ 
scs.ftorgstown sdu/mpt 
202 687 0700 
HO* ACCt.TiNQ A.PViCAtlOM 
iHFOSMATiOS    JIIHOH 
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Editor: Kelly Fisher 
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1) Acapulco, Mexico 
2) Camun, Mexico 
3) Panama City Beach, FL 
4) Lake Havasu City, AZ 
5) South Padre Island, TX 
6) Carlsbad, CA 
7) New York, NY 
8) Miami Beach, FL 
9) San Diego, CA 
10) Key West, FL 
according lo vacalionhomes.iom 
Make your break worry-free 
BY MEGAN WILLIAMS 
assistant o&e editor 
With Spring Break right around the corner, many stu- 
dents will find themselves traveling, whether to sunny 
destinations or just home to visit family. Here are a few 
travel tips to help make any Spring Break more enjoy- 
able. 
1. If you're driving, make sure to check your tires, 
break lights, fluid levels and toolkit so that you will be 
prepared for a roadside emergency. 
2. Don't forget anything that you can't replace. Make 
sure you have your cell phone and charger, medications, 
driver's license, passport and wallet. 
3. If you're flying, get to the airport at least two hours 
early and bring a b<x>k, iPod or magazine to kill time, 
especially if your flight ends up delayed. 
IT—11— 
4. If your destination is far awaj and you're going to 
be driving or flying for a long time, make sure to weal 
comfortable clothing and shoes 
5. Make sure your wallet is in a secure place when 
you're walking around to avoid being pick-pocketed. 
6. If you're flying, try to carry your luggage on the 
plane. Checking bags can lead to lost luggage. 
7. If you're in a new city for the first time, don't walk 
alone. Use the buddy Systetnl 
8. In some countries the drinking age is lower than 21, 
so if you plan to drink be responsible: know your limit. 
never accept drinks from strangers and don't leave your 
drink sitting around. 
9. If your destination is sunns, protect your skin with 
suntan lotion, (letting a burn on the first day "ill ruin 
the rest of your vacation. 
10. Have fun, hut be 
'Say Anything' comes to Wilson 
Hall before starting national tour 
California-based band playing in response to student interest 
BUNNA YOUNG 
s*niof writer 
S.i\ Anything, an indie rock band from Lot 
Angeles, managed to squeeze in a slims between 
playing in Colorado Springs and Hollywood to 
pace our ctmpui with their 
presence. On Monday, Feb. 
gg, the six-member band will 
rock out in Wilson Hall Audi- 
torium at 8 p.m. 
.lenna Mane look. I I'll I 
vice praaidenl oi marketing 
and     communication,     said 
UPB bad surveyd .IMl" last 
semester  and   Say Anything 
wtl one of the lop choices among students i '< H >k 





$i-, with .IAC Card 
attend the show. 
Uric heard a lot of good feedback from oth- 
er places that they've performed for." Cook said. 
"We're expecting it to be pretty lively and interac- 
tive for the students." 
Sophomore Laura Starsiak said Say Anything 
1- ,111 awesome band mat baa really raw, but truth- 
ful .mil often witty lyrics. Plus, the lead singer is 
quite the looker." 
Tickets went on sale two weeks ago, but .tie 
still being sold in the Warren Hall Box Office fat 
$15 with a JAC Card, and $20 without one, Doors 
open al 7 pm., but there is reserved seating 
Klectric Baby, an Ho One record band, will IK- 
opening for Say Anything. .IMC is one of the final 
stops More Say Anything headlines a national 
tour on March 13 to promote their recent)) re- 
leased album. In Defense of the Genre. 
'Vantage Point' delivers thrills, yet 
weakened by repetitive approach 




'Be Kind, Rewind/ takes audience 
back to time of VHS tape rentals 
Comedic duo Black and Def 
bring laughs from rental store 
to big screen in new movie 
IY JUSTIN THURMOND 
Itotr writer 
Remember the deyi when evttybody ranted 
tod watched VIIS tape*? n waa it"' thai real op- 
tion we liiitl in honii'-inovir entertainment The 
uiiK place to find them now la in yaidaalea or bur- 
ied under a stack of old magazines in the attii "Be 
Kind. Rewind" takes audiences hack to those days 
and really shows us how special the VHS tapes and 
movies in general were to all of u». 
Mr. Fletcher (played by Danny Glover, "Lethal 
Weapon") owns a small movie rental shop proper- 
ly named Be Kind, Rewind. When he goes on a trip 
he leaves Mike (played by Mos Def, "16 Blocks") 
in charge of the store. There's only one condition: 
don't let Jerry (played by Jack Black, "Nacho Li- 
bre") come into the store. Jerry is Mike's crazy 
friend who owns a body shop down the street 
and thinks a power plant is controlling his mind. 
When a sabotage mission against the power plant 
goes terribly wrong, Jerry  becomes temporar- 
ily magnetized. Trying to help his friend. Mike 
leta Jen) into the atom, which then leads to the 
unintentional destitution of all the lapea. Before 
Mr. Fletcher returns from his trip. Mike and Jerrv 
II.IM In m> hack and reshoot all the movies again 
IhcmseUes 
The lirst thing you notice when watchini Ifaia 
film is just bow well Black and Def work together 
The back-and-forth style of comedy works won- 
ders in thi^ movie ami is the 
reason for its success   Screen 
legend   Mia   Knmw   ( The 
Omen")   and   fan   favorite 
Glover bring great acting and 
warmth to the movie. 
The other great tiling is 
the overall story. Although 
slightly goofy and a little over 
the  top,  this  movie  really 
shows us why we love mov- 
ies. It has creativity, emotional ups-and-downs 
and great character development and interaction. 
It's a movie about the nature of the film business 
itself. People need movies. It's as simple as that. 
"Be Kind, Rewind" is filled with humor, but it 
also has heart. The ending speaks on all levels. It 
makes you glad to be a moviegoer, and that this 
awesome form of entertainment is just down the 




Released Fob 22 
Starring Jack 
Black 
"Vantage Point." an assassination thriller by 
nature, tries logo above and beyond the call of duly 
by offering a high- mi tided concept: the cxantina 
lion of the same horrific event troni the perspec- 
tives of 'different people. 
It is set in s,d.mi.iiii.t Spain with U.S. Presi- 
dent Ashton (plaved In William Hurt) preparing 
(o announce a major international anti-terrorism 
agreement. 'Ihe public square Ashtrm pi.in*- to BM 
as a forum serves as the primary setting. In tuning 
all the characters together and 
anchoring the action for Ihe 
first part of the movie. 
The first 15 minutes 0, the 
film .in   filtered through the 
ptnpeotta of news producer 
Rex     (played    l>\     SigoiimeV 
Weaver, whose' skill and pres- 
ence is wasted in little more 
than   an   extended   cameo), 
who deftly directs the cover- 
age o| l'ivsid,nt   V-htmis an- 
nouncement. The films premise i.s clarified H we 
wateh her tell the cameramen where to focus ,wu\ 
what to ignore: it's not altout differing perspei tfvi ■ 
10 much M different pie.es tu the puzzle. 
After approaching the podium, the progtVfenl 
is shut twice, an explosion is heard in Ihe distance, 
and then another explosion rocks the pla/a. The 
film then rewinds to 12:00 and replavs the action 
from the point of \iew of Thomas Barnes (pined 
by iVnnis Quaid). a Secret Service agent who up 
until now has been inactive after taking a bullet tor 
President Ashton. 
The film rewinds again 'then again 
While it'sa wav ol stressing the concept of dif- 
ferent vantage |>oints. the rigorous structure seems 
I bit forced. Kach segment ends 
with the same shot and begins 
with the same black screen and 
clock, and the repetition logins 
lo wear on the viewer. 
After several of these, the 
film rewinds one last time and 
uses one last run-through to 
put together all the pieces be- 
fore continuing to the finale. 
It's in this middle part that the 
film has the most strength, and the time invested 
by the audience pays off more so than in the actual 
resolution of the story. 
"Vantage Point" is not necessarily an ensemble 
piece so much as a fractured mainstream thriller 
with a less unified cast. Despite the fact that it de- 
votes much time and energy to several people's ex- 
periences, it is definitely action driven and the hints 
of character development seem like a tease, leaving 
von wanting more. 
As complex as the story 





Released Feb. 22 
Starring Dennis 
Quaid  
The most fulh si eti In I 1 hanu tei is President 
Ashtun. who we see <> instilling with In- . dvist nl 111 
one "i ihe tew cttalogu drive played 
by the vagucfj authoritative Hurt, he hinctiont in 
the stoi) like the king on a chessboard: [xnverful in 
name ami the end goal for vine, but largely impo- 
tent M the action  11011 nil linn plaVSOUl 
Asconinfaxasthestor) is. the actual resolution 
is a letdown and the plot IIM If suiters fron 
weak points. Presuleut Aahton'a storyline 
around i plot device that could IH intriguing but 
is langli.iMe in context becauae of the weal setup 
— a single throwawav hue from oueot hia tdvisen 
Uteri pi >t 
1    the) .ill subplots? 
■ ii .1 lost little gui which 
veins a trite wa\ to throw 
in more emotion 
The film marks the 
directorial debut ol Pete 
Travis, a veteran ol tele- 
vision in the United 
kingdom Travis does i 
commendable ,ol,olna\ 
[gating us through what 
might have been .1 bewflctotogexperience. 
Ih'ie are mls-Stepa, though   At -.» A. 1 appoints 
in the film, certain cinematk effects seem a heavy- 
handed H,I\ of en ainig pathos or suspense Several 
lines MI the film are umntcutioiialK laughable Pot 
eat whitakei gives an airthentJi perfonnan 
bewtUeredever) man but Ins part in the film 
Irrelevant if not contrived  (tits b* 1 
when he needk larj injecti hirnsell into the action. 
attempting to tollow theitory, 
in the last jo minutes, a unified resolution b 
pursued with reckless abandonment and subtler) 
(liesout the window   Aeai-ehascihioiirjitlie-ai, e|> 
of Salamanca is offered M the mam centerpiece oi 
the finale, but the high >< tioniti <u> 1 • can't help but 
seem tipped of! from the   bourne" lilnis 
And as nun. inng a-- the how might be tin 1 
is absolute!)  no why. The terrorists   motjvi 
shady ,l1 hest ;""l tlu-ii cause leerns nonexistent, 
The picture lacks meaningful a 'hesion 
Runiois have drculated on the Internet that 
"Vantage Point was at tvialh Inspired b) an unused 
"24" movie draft it eert.unlv seen* so, ai 1 
cragg\. cowling Becrel Service agent certain)) 
evokes the spirit of Jack Bauer but with the badass 
factor dialed down. You'll find votirs.lt rooting far 
him, but you won't know evaetlv wfaj M ttheu 
Fox on the other hand, hi nuscftst as Quaid - fellow 
agent, and his character would have been batte 
served by an actor with more, well, character. 
"Vantage Point' eenainK   I In far 
dcliwTingoii an intriguing com ept even it the exe- 
cution is not i>erfcet. The inters,rting n.uratives are 
undeniablv exciling to wateh in the moment. For 
the price of a matinee, it's not a bad wax to spend 
0.0 minutes 
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CARRIE KUTNER 
SCHOLARSHIP 2#ce 
"Carrie on Her SDlliT       ^-'^ 
-NO ACADEMIC STANDING OR FINANCIAL NEED NECESSARY!       AMASSADSRSS 
-JUST LOVE JMU AND DEMONSTRATE ENTHUSIASM WITH A POSITIVE SPIRIT! 
-DOWNLOAD APPLICATION AND GET MORE INFO AT: 
WWW.JMU.EDU/ORGS/AMBASSADORS/KUTNERSCHOLARSHIP.SHTML 
-EMAIL QUESTIONS AND COMPLETED APPLICATIONS TO: 
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At this fun and informational fair... 
Tips for travel and sun safety 
• Tips for nutrition on the road 
• How to secure your apartment over break 
• Health Bingo with prizes and more! 
Festival Lower Level, Drum Area. 
Tuesday Feb 26th 11 -1pm 
fREE! 
lore (1 life 
Tour 
This national tour brings us a state-of-the-art 
interactive driving experience that simulates driving 
under the influence of alcohol. ^^^ 
Festival Lower Level, Drum Area. f   J 




Sponsored by UHC. UPB and FSL 
www.jmu.edu/healthctr/ohp 
Editor: Tim Chapman 
Assistant Editor: Matthew McGovern 
breezesports@gmail.com 
(540) 568 6709 
Swanston leads Dukes past Eagles 
AtfOHSTTW«I/ph*«i** 
m Dukei huddle before tipoff against Moteheod Slale. Emont-m we high m coach Dean Keener announced hh resignation Ins than a day before gometime It was Madison's second virtory in the lost 1? gomes. 
Junior hits his first six 
from beyond-the-arc as 
JMU improves to 12-15 
BYTlMO'KEEFt 
contributing writer 
luM ;jo seconds into Saturdays 
game Kyle Swanston stroked a 3- 
pointer from the top of the ke\ and 
strutted back on defense with an aura 
of confidence. He had confidence tor 
a good reason. 
The junior forward out of Spring 
Hill. Pit. hit his first six 3-pointtTs of 
the game and finished with 19 points 
to lend JMU   past  Morehead State 
80.57. 
"(live Swanston credit for making 
those flints because we did even- 
thing we could to get to him," MSU 
cotes Donate tyndtll said 
The win for JMU conies in the 
wake of losing 10 out of its last 11 
■anna and coach Dean Keener an- 
nouncing thai  he will  resign after 
i  OO. Keener believes the win 
s.i\s more about bouncing back from 
a Wednesday loss to Old Dominion 
than the current cotrhing situation 
"I don't think that (resigning as 
head coach I had anything to do with 
today's game," Keener said. "They 
just wen ready to come back (and) 
prove themselves, and they did." 
JMU shot  well throughout  the 
game, averaging 57 percent from 
the field and making 13 shots from 
behinoVthe-arc Junta guard AbUu- 
lai Jalloh tallied 17 and sophomore 
point guard Pierre Curtis added 13 
points, while senior forward Ter- 
ranee tarter scored 11 inside. 
"Making shots not only helps that 
individual, but it helps your team," 
Keener said, referring to Swanaon'i 
spark. "You're able to jump back to 
whatever defense \on want end your 
opponent does not have the chanee 
to get any home run' plays like alley 
oops." 
Defense was a catalyst for JMU. 
;is it forced 18 MSU turnovers, in 
eluding two 10-seeond violations. 
"A nig point was us not being able 
to handle their 1-2-2 press."1 Tyndall 
said. "Their tncrg\ level delensiwK 
WM better today than it has been at 
times ibis veai 
With the win, the Dukes will at- 
tempt to build momentum as they 
lace Drexel and Georgia State be- 
fore the Colonial Athletic Associa- 
tion tournament in Richmond on 
March 7. 
Although Keener downplayed the 
effect that his resignation had on the 
lopsided victory, Tyndall felt differ- 
ently He said that teams either come 
out Hat and get beat by about 20 nr 
30, or the)  come back excited and 
want to i'iav tor their coach. 
I think that's a tribute to Dean 
and his staff that they came out and I 
thought played with an unbelievable 
energy level," Tyndall said. 
Baseball loses in opener but wins series 
Dukes O-for-8 with runners in 
scoring position in debut, lose 44 
BYWESSmW 
List year JMU started out its season I" losing 
laafiUfirat I3funa On8atorda) k was unable to 
reverse 111.' trend ol early season jitters, IIHIIIK 4-0 
to Binghamt.in in the 2008 season opener. 
Junior Kurt Hourk started lor the Dulcet, Bat- 
ting l.iss«l with the loss, The o-loot-6 righty sur- 
rendered four runs. onlv two of them earned, on 
four hits, three walks and three hit batters in four 
and two-thirds innings. 
All four of Kinghamtnns runs wire Komi 111 
the first Inning, dunlin which the Betiata sent 
eight men to the plate despite only netting one ball 
out of the inlield. 
After llouck hit the first two bitten In head, 
he surrendered a double down the right held line, 
an inlield single, an error and a walk, all before re- 
cording an out. A double play and an infield ground 
out ended the inning for llouck. but not liefore the 
damage was already done. 
"the one thing we talked about •■111\ mi as a 
pitehing staff was not giving up free bases." II.UK k 
sai.l   Musi .1 couple goi twaj from me The) win 
able lii.-apitab/i on lli\ mi-lakes, anil I wasn't able 
lo stop the bleeding lhal inning, ilia! made the 
score 4-0 and that was the hall game" 
Tile fiiiir-ruii lead was more than enough lot 
Kiiighainton Keren /at li Gtoh, who eaini'il the 
victory lor the bVaivats  In five innuigs. (iroh onlv 
allowed three hits and three walks, while strikinj: 
out three Dukes. 
"We gave him a lend early When yon give ,1 
good pitcher a four-run lead you're asking for trou- 
ble." JMU coach Spanky McF.1rl.11nl said "But he 
did a niiv job of keeping us off balance, mixing in 
the breaking balls. I think their slratcg. IIHI.II waa 
 I-1- with l.istballs and throw breaking balls for 
strikes They did it. and it worked, 
l-ist season Groh finish.il with the nth beat 
BRA in the nation at 3.08, He also rank.il 17th in 
strikeouts pii game at 10. u. on his „.n to recording 
a 7-1 record in the regular season 
Senior Qio fannuzzl teeorded the save and 
tbirw the final four innings for the Bearcats in a 
performance as impressive at Qroh'a. Ha allowed 
three hits and just one walk, while striking out 
two. 
MeParland was Imptuietd b> the iiinghamton 
pitching staffs early season ability tocontiol itsoff- 
apead pitcbei 
"1 thought theit pitchers did a very nice job of 
dropping those breaking balls in," McFarland said. 
It I nil at this time of the year that you II have a 
pikIn 1 who li. Is his breaking ball, but the) bad 
tWOOi tlli'ln The) both did I nirejob." 
After the first inning llouck settled in will, onlv 
giving up two hits and two walks in his final three 
and two-thirds innings on Ihe mound Mis control 
Improved drastically and he was able to work his 
way out ol innings with ground-lull outs and an 
overpowering fastball 
I nisi Malted feeling a little bit batta keeping 
the ball down, not hitting guvs or giving on those 
free liases," lloucksa id. "I walked a couple guya, hot 
we "in- able to get ground balls, a couple ol double 
wo«srmui.[tiiii»ii 
S««td bowmon lot lob slides into riiird bow Sundoy in on 87 
■in. After losing Sotutdoy, the Dukes won two slroight against 1(1 
plays. My fielders hel|ml me out and we weie able 
toebQ in the game there lor a little while." 
The offense, however, gave Houck no help and 
Madison was unable lo make the game close. 
In six Hi its innings. JMU had iiuineis in scor- 
ing position and was unable to e.ipil.di/i' 111 any. As 
.1 team tile lliikes were 0-8 at the plate with run- 
nels 111 seonng|iosilion. 
"The goal of Iheolli'llM'is tOOCON runs, so tb.it's 
.en Important.' McFarland said "We |utt didn't 
get good swings with iiuineis in s.uung |>osition.' 
(lii Sunday the lluke- and the Hcareats enm- 
pleted their Mriea with a doubleheader, IMI   11 
bounded and took both ofthaconteeta the first 8-7 
and the dav-eap In .1 seme nl t-i 
Gritty performance without Brown keys win 
BY MATTHEW MCGOVERN 
Oisiilorti sport* tditot 
Jaliss.) laylui reeei\ed .1 standing ovation, JMU 
coach Krnnv B looks g ungagameball 
and the JMU women i btalattbaD team hadn't even 
started playing IVlawarv tin Sumla> 
Taylor, a freshman .niter sang the national an- 
them for a crowd of 4,718 at the ConvocatfoB Can 
ter. the seventh highest in Khoo) history Kight alter 
that Young was honored with the game ball from 
Thursdays contest at Hofstni, where she grabbed 
her 1,000th rclxmnd. 
The aasfor ■tarwamTi ntthetone was fitting, giv- 
en that she broke the JMU scoring iivord at home 
against the Pride on Jan 24 She had a game-high 14 
rebounds against Delaware on Sunday and JMU won 
64-55. but Young struggled with the Mine Hens trap- 
ping zone defen.se, making only four of 18 shots. 
They're committed to that /one. the trapping 
zone," Brooks said. They have the athletes tli.it 
make it ver> effective this year, l-ist year, the> were 
more esnariffneed  running it   -   this year they're 
iiHuv.illiletit running it. tbe> 're long." 
While Madlaon struggled with the pressure da 
lens.- early, aggressive drives h> Young and senior 
guard.lasmin Lawrence Opened things op fai \u |fa 
man pofasl guaid Bvam to knock down hwul eight 
3-pointen on her way to 15 points. 
"I thouglit I Young) took the game o\ ei oft. nsi\ eh 
from a rebounding standpoint in the HCOOd halt and 
hit Mime \er> big shots.' iX-lawaie 11 .at li 1111.1 Martin 
said "Plat's what a senior s supposed to do." 
While Young provides leadership, depth lean is 
sue tor Madison ()nl\ eight pla\ers saw action fol 
JMU as its roster keeps dwindling. 
"It doesn't worn us." Young laid "It would be 
good to have more players, but in the post we would 
ahvayi be short in our numbers because so many 
playen [were] hurl" 
Madison senior forward Jennifer Hrowti was 
conspicuously   absent        she  wasn't  even on   the 
bench —as she misNed heraeeond straight eamedue 
to "personal reasons.'  Brooks said that while he's 
hadconveiaauonswith hei recently, the last time he 
saw brown m person was before Thuradaj 1 pine 
at llofstra   That was when the> had a meeting and 
Blown dedded the needed to rtep iwaj from the 
team until turthei notice 
Junior   forward   Nina   Uqdah   Itepped   Dp   in 
Brown's absence, scoring to points and grabbing 
live lelxtiiuds Uc,dah gave JMU the lead for good 
when ane drove baseline and made a layup as she 
was fouled, and (hen made the tree mirow to give 
JMU a 5H-55 lead   Delaware went srorelrss foi the 
game- Bnal fbui tnmutes. 
"We wantt.l to really exploit theii baseline at the 
end. and I thought Nina [Uqdah] did I g<»«Kl job of 
thai   Brookseaid 
The 2008 CAA Womens naihetball champion- 
ship tournament is befall held at the UniveiMtv ol 
Delaware, so although the teams onJ) played once 
Ibis year, tbev could meet again 
"We may see them again on their home Ihior." 
Brooks said    So bopelult\ dnSgives us a little bit of 
confidence. 
www.thebreeze.org 
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There was a different air in the 
Convocation Center on Saturday. JMU 
coach Dean Keener had just announced his 
resignation - effective at the end of the lea- 
son - less than 24 hours before the ESPNU 
BracketBusters matchup with Morehead 
State. 
Maybe the fact that junior Kyle SwanatOO 
came out on fire, hitting all six of Mi first :t 
point attempts, had somethuig to iln with 
But the whole demeanor of the lean lul- 
lowing the ni.icli's deci- 
i^i^iBaiHgjjB   sion seemed loose. 
f. Without    any    job 
'X "pressures" hangingover 
j    his head. Keener looked 
,' relaxed  on  the  bench. 
He was still animal- 
I ed and excitable as he 
I coached and motivated 
f» I what is still his" team 
for at least three more 
games, but he lacked Ihe 
brooding look of anxiety 
that had become com- 
monplace over tin*   List 
couple of months. 
Before  playing  the  Kagles,  JMU  had 
dropped 10 of its last 11 games and most 
recently  suffered  a   211 point  blowout  at 
home to Old Dominion on Wednesday. 
In an admirable move to deflect Ihe 
attention from his own situation to that 
of the team's rebound from the ODU loss, 
Keener spoke little about Friday's decision 
following the game. 
"Honestly, I don't think [the resignation | 
had anything to do with it." Keener said of 
his team's performance. "I think llu> nisi 
came back and they were ready to try to 
prove themselves. They know they played 
very poorly on Wednesday." 
MSU coach Donnie Tyndall actuall) 
thought thai Keener's resignation had a lot 
to do with it. The Eagles' coach ...is notified 
by an assistant coach late Friday night and 
knew that JMU would respond in a certain 
way. 
"I told our team and our staff liefore the 
game that usually a team handles a coach 
resigning in one of two ways." Tyndall s.ml 
"Either they come out pretty llat and down 
and don't really play and they usually get 
beat [by] about 20 or 30, or they coma back 
and come out really excited and iv.inl in pla) 
for their coach. 
"I think that's a tribute to Dean and his 
staff (hat they came out and I thought played 
with an unbelievable energy level." 
Swanston exemplified that energy level 
with his scorching shooting anil up tempo 
attitude that brought the :t.274-slniiig Convo 
crowd to its feet. 
Unfortunately he wasn't available for 
comment after the game as almost all ol 
the team elected not to lulk lo the media 
Understandably so. 
Swanston declined to comment on Ihe 
"emotional" situation Friday night but waa 
able to channel those emotions in what MM 
likely a "tribute" to the man who gave him a 
chance to play college basketball. 
Even freshman Heiden Rattier, the one 
player who has been the least reluctant lo 
speak during the tumultuous s.rond hall 
of the season, was almost mum about the 
situation. 
He reiterated that he didn't want to com- 
ment on the coaching decision but finiahed 
with a crafty defense of Keener in reference 
to the way they dominated ilorehaad 
"We know we can play that way. We Kill 
have to bring il even, time." Katner s.ml 
"That's Ihe way that Coach Keener, our 
coach, taught us. We expect nothing hiaa 
When we play like that, that's a represent.) 
tion of how good of a coach he is." 
Keener's 29-83 record made a retiini 
unlikely so he stepped down Friday anoth- 
er admirable move that will allow the school 
to begin its coaching search. 
For now. it appears this team is going to 
fight for their leader and have fun doing it. 
At a number of points during Saturday's 
game it was apparent the team was more 
relaxed and having fun. Keener waa glowing 
i. In'ii Morehead was forced to call .1 timeout 
as the Dukes raced away with the gauw 
He slapped an emphatic high-fi.e uith one 
player. 
The mood transferred to all of his play- 
. rs Junior Juwann James. Kernel s moat 
prized recruit at Madison, even playfully ml 
down with a cheerleader after stumbling out 
of bounds in the second half. 
The point is the Dukes not onlv stuck up 
for Keener with their play, but they did ao 
with smiles on their faces. 
Katner said that the goal for this team is 
still lo win the Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament next week. 
The Dukes are in a three-way lie foi 11-1 
place with Drexel and Georgia State, Ihe two 
teams they finish the season with ilns week, 
I highly doubt they'll run the table, but 
.111 impressive run with this newl) inspired 
team could lead to the unpredictable After 
all, March starts Saturday. 
7irn C'napinun is a sophommr SMAD 
nminr with a concenfro7n»i in print 
journalism 
*♦ ' 
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Only 2 DAYS LEFT 
to submit an ad for the 
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION GUIDE! 
W our customers and want to SPP yon 
,„ often! Bring this card throughout the rrior1 




TAMES MCHuNE JEWELRY 
'^:w'^j^' 
1930'S An DeCO Pl.ilinum Diamond Ring 
Ccnter-C.IACERTHVS2 
This Week $11,000 
'Ml cfour diamonds arc paded h an on stall GU Diamond Grodno* 
Visit us ai 1i S Court SmumHarrhoiibun} or worn mcboneftiiiehy.com 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Presents... 
Eating Disorder Awareness Month 
"Be Comfortable In Your Genes" 
DO 
Events 
2/1» HI Talent Show 7 pmFwtiral Ballroom 
Admission $ 3. or $ 1 and donate a pair of jeans 
{used or new) Prizes 1 st place * 100. 2nd place * 50 
2/24 THIN Documentary 2 pm Orafton Stovall Theater. 
FREE 
2/25 Speak Up 7 pm Grafton Stovall. FREE 
Eating and body image disorder survivor shares her 
experience 
2/27 Dodge Ball Tournament. UREC 
yyy Information Table- On the Commons or in Warren Hall 
PO area from 11-2 pm 2/18- 2/2fi 
Sponsored by UHC, WRCTTTand the Leslie George Memorial Fund for Eating Disorder Education 
All proceeds will go to the Leslie George Memorial Fund 
p //www jnw.tdu/hejIthctr/Mtiiqdisorder for mon nrfo  
LSAT   GRE   GMAT   MCAT   DAT   OAT   PCAT   TOEFL 
FREE 
PRACTICE 
TEST How would you score on test day? Take a free Practice 
Test and find out! 
P 
M/W Classes 
for the June LSAT 
Start 3/10/2008 
at JMU     Space is limited. 
Register today! 
"sponsored by AED" 
1-800KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/practice 
Kaplar. The smarter way to prep. 
KAPLAN 
TEST PREP AND 
ADMISSIONS 
YOU STILL HAVE TIME! 
APPLY NOW TO 
I'J 
THIS SUMMER^ OR ^FALL 
OPEN PROGRAMS FOR SUMMER 2008 AND FALL 2008 
FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION 
GO TO THE 0IP WEB SITE AT 
WWW.JMU.EDU/INTERNATI0NAL/ABR0AD/F0RMS.SHTML 
OR EMAIL STUDYABR0AD@JMU.EDU 
► DON'T DELAY < 
www.lhebteeze.org 
Monday February 25. 2008 
For Rent 
I HOI SI H)K KF.YI '■ R«ln»m. 2 
iKilchcnv 2 IIMIII: Romas, l^irge 
■ Deck. Huge Yard fttatlva Private 
■PukiatdoKloJMll IIHO HI. -riTti 
I (540) 41' -IS.i.l 
I MOVING/LIVING OF I'CAMPUS'.' 
|Gi> to wb.jnwjdutecMiitittgi him. 
| JMUiv nOiLi.il sue tcir otl cjni|Hi' 
I hou-Mng, mownum, and furniture 
tut.n i.ti advertising suMd raotsls 
1 MtOI c 1M BbDROOM APART 
MEN'I. Close t'i ..'iinpiiv. (loud GOO' 
dMoB, \t . No pets, Available K 17 
M.$450.(J40)433 ISM 
2BLCX kM ROM CAMPUS. Urge 
2 bcdrouiii nsyoaosM »ilh bate- 
nicnl sod W D. Available 7 I (IK of 
I 17/08. $630, (540) 433 1549 
I ARGF ONI 111 DRCKIM APART 
MF.NT. Almovl new. (ircal liicjlinn. 
\> I), nskwtshn \( No psts, 
Available s 17(1-. \^i,s (340) 411 
, 1564 
Omnlimn ll.uii.unhiiit apartinctus 
l»»r rent 13 bund M« I 2 bedroom 
units Available June Jul> 200S. Pre 
leasing for Fall i(ix *»» lansinlnli 
com 
(Help Wanted)] 
WE PAY UP TO $75 per surscs 
www (ictI',(i,Hi»lhuik COM 
.BARTENDING! $250 Da> Po- 
tential. No hspenence Ne-.vss.ir;, 
Training  Available.  (UOJM5-A520 
BARTENDING CLASS! S SI \| 
MER BMPLOYMl M tlggcnb« 
teiidmi;wti»H>i eon ptyamH pl.tns 
(340)671-1202 
LIEEGUARDS ' POOL SUI'IM\ I 
SOKS Pmnin %quitjei is rmv\ *<.- 
iq*in>: ;i|>pli..ili.in- far I ili-punls. 
Pthil Managers..nu! Aid SII|VI«IM>IN 
.irmiiul the Northern Virginia area 
CertiiKatiims .ire rapiucd. hOWOWl 
(raining is available SHU) sign up 
bonus is bailable to all who appl> 
online by March IM. 2(XW Please 
MSII our wtbsiie to uimplele an on 
line application at wwwpremicrtll 
com. For more information. \ou m.is 
OOMMI IIN an'O^i 173 0350 
HELP WANTED Student itfvmtod 
in lund raising for loial foundation 
|540PK20**7>W 
Wh> gel a job. when sou can run 
>our own business I ■ KiKl IN 
Cleaners Virnm.us premiere canh- 
Inendh cleaner is looking loi | Nu 
dent to start and run their own dr> 
cleaning and laundr> puk up ililts 
cr\ vm.e on campus, we do all the 
cleaning. ><»u make all the mono 
CallRicfc(434)469 5134 
< UtEGIVER Need reliable indi 
tidual (o provide afternoon tare lot 
.i N|HVIUI needs .fill,! Duties would 
include meal prep. bath, and other 
duties .,s assigned Must hasc some 
experience working with .tpccttl 
needs   Must also \uwc reliable [rails 
porttoon (340)421 IM* 
NOW HIRING EXPERIENCED 
Line Cooks and Wait Siatt Part 
linw. (lit OWFV nigh b> It) p.m 
Pid   up application at Thtinderbird 
Diner. 4M Mand   lord Koad    \1, 
. illc. 
W\MI I) ( \MP t (M NSI ItlKS 
E«.:,|K- to the Shen;irulo.ili MlHMHilll 
it Wot Virginia Timber Kuljjos'amp 
i« a Coed overnight OMBfl mUflg, 
fun.eneiL'ciK Maff, to work with chil 
dren lor the -uiiiiiier lop -alano 
travel allowaikts   prt\il |H-ople K(Mt 
258*2267 wmwinanptxan Email. 
Ir. amps'" ROI ami 
Help support the cormminit)  Volun- 
teers IOMM fa   Harrisonlviiv:   I iltle 
mig. umpiring (paid 'i. 
-ions jnJ Mc    New to HLLA 
this   >car   is   Powder Putt   I Hall   toi 
-nu 3 : yen old [340) 200 IOT6 
Services) 
VIII KIN \kt ( \KI I inie lor >our 
pclis Winter tuncup Out tnNwfcMr) 
team is read) to help sour |K-ts M| 
read) for Sprint lull Mrvid small 
animal tare and emergencies Visit us 
at our Websiic Massanutk'ii Animal 
Clime) 5411MU-21M 
(Travel] 
N \GS III r\D4 Month Student Sum 
nicr Rentals. Mas Aug. seabrce/ere 
alls corn (252| 255 6328 
[ Personals 
IRAVF.I    l.un the   IMI    \l \> Ml 
silk Pragmn la Anwcr.ijm Ma> 
i: '" HXM Bn I cradki Coma 
I oujsc 11-   loenM imuedu or call 
(540)433 2 192 
LAST CHANCE! 
Apply Now for 
Asst. Advertising Manager 
at The Breeze! 
- Great professional experience, 
working with national clients, 
managing a student-run 
advertising team,! 
- Paid! 
INTERVIEWS UP UNTIL SPRING BREAK 
Apply at JobLink.jmu.edu 
Questions? Call 540.568.6127 
' 
Boston Beanerv 
KKSIAI H\M     « 
S   IWF UN 
Get the Boston flavor down south. 
25 
1625 East Market SI. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540.433,1870 
Don't Forget... 
Mention this ad & receive... 
%OFF 
any sandwich, salad or entree 
with purchase of a beverage 
with JAC Card 
Not valid with any other promotion. 
BE A PART OF 
JMU'S CENTENNIAL 
Cc1 ti\yr*t ioh 
Don't miss your 
chance to get in The 
Breeze's Centennial 
Celebration Guide 
on March 13th! 
Deadline: February 2i 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whirten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Manbeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP  Mary H. Kralz, FNP 
Sarah Hibbtts, PA. 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545-3348 
Donating plasma at 
BioLife Plasma Services 
can save a life and 
pay you back. 
N TODAY AT SCHEDULE YOUR D 
540.801.0672 
Biolife Plasma Services • 269 Lucy Drive • Harrisonburg, VA 
www.biolifeplasma.com 
r   —   —   —  —  —  —   —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —   —  —  —  —  a. 
Call: 540-568-6*271:$10 BONUS COUPON   KS.VY I •'-! $10 bonus 
iMe or>l» mnn completion et I 
donation n 
. 
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thebreeze.org: Your place to rock the 
Sudoku **#&& 
Results of the online poll: 
Do you, or have you, ever had i 
fake ID? iI ': 
I currently have one - 30 
I had one when I was 
I've never had 
underage-82 
one - 347 
Total votes: 459 
This issue's online poll: 
Have you ever 
been the victim of 
an Internet hoax? 
Vote online at 
thebreeze.org! 
7 3 
1 4 5 8 9 
2 1 
5 3 4 6 9 
3 4 6 2 8 
8 6 
2 9 1 5 6 
1 2 
com brainfraazapuzzlat. 
Rules:     Fill in the grid so that each row, column, 
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once. 
AOO 
®TOYOTA ®TOYOTA 
NOT ALL CUSTOMERS Will QUALIFY. CUS'OMERS RECEIVE S400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE Of NEW UN 




"^-   '   laying on one! 
2008-2009 Leases still available! 
Copper (Beech Townhomes 
Limited units are available in our spacious 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes 
Available Furnished or Unfurnished 
Private bedrooms with Full size baths 
Multiple-level living for increased privacy 
Free high-speed Internet connection, Cable, and Trash Removal 
Enjoy our spectacular Clubhouse thai features free tanning beds, fitness center, swimming pool, basketball 
and volleyball court, computer lab, and a great lounge area topped off with flat screen TVs throughout! 
Qvver Beech tk 
'    '    A   I'   A   M   I   M   I    N   I   H ' 
25 E Water Street Harrisonburg, VA 
Hatrisonburg«>cbeech.com    Phone: 540.438.0401    www.cbeech.com 
\r «■     ' i> w x* HUM 1 
■ 
r e 
Day Spa & Salon 
relaxation await* you! 
- Free haircut w/ highlights    jg 
■ Body Waxing 
- 3 or more bookings at same time got $5 off 
-Brazilian 
-Bikini Only 
Thursday hair-cuts are $15 
dry 8C style $20 
\ 
540-574-0808 
Food Lion Shopping Center 
10S7 Ron Republic Roid 
Hifri«.nlwfg.VA.,"-'l 
•pring Brea 
.Specials; 
